
Our commercial team spans business development, external relations, marketing and
communications.
The business support team covers HR, IT, contracts, quality, finance and PA roles. 
The project management team support delivery of all the projects we are involved in,
both technical and commercial. 
Our operations and technical team consists of operations, electrical and maintenance
engineers and technicians, metocean engineers, acoustic engineers, and
environment and consent specialists. 

If you were thinking that EMEC careers are solely for engineers and scientists – this is not
the case! Many of our roles do require technical knowledge, studies and experience,
however there are a variety of opportunities for individuals with an interest in renewable
energy, specifically marine renewables, hydrogen and innovative energy systems; and
responding to climate change more generally. 

EMEC has various departments spanning many different career paths and opportunities.

About our Business:
EMEC was founded in 2003 in Orkney, Scotland and is the only accredited wave and tidal
test centre for marine renewable energy in the world. More marine energy devices have
been tested at EMEC than at any other single site in the world: EMEC has hosted 21 wave
and tidal energy clients (with 34 marine energy devices) spanning 11 countries.

EMEC operations have developed significantly through the years as we’ve gained
unprecedented experience in demonstrating ocean energy technologies. Today we’re also
pioneering the development of a green hydrogen economy in Orkney, having set up a
hydrogen production plant onshore in 2016, next to our tidal energy substation. Since then,
we continue to be involved in a portfolio of green hydrogen projects, from aviation to
distilling; and have also expanded into wider clean energy systems, including hosting
Microsoft’s subsea data centre at our facilities, and leading the pioneering ReFLEX
Orkney project to develop an integrated energy system in Orkney.
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Contact us: visit www.emec.org.uk for more details.

Email: info@emec.org.uk or Follow us on:

https://www.reflexorkney.co.uk/

